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Abstract

character traits are assessed to be able to relate similarity and
likability, or third-party observers are asked to rate character
traits to relate similarity to likeability [4], or by letting thirdparty observers rate the communicative style on a questionnaire
to ﬁnd correlations with likeability rated by a separate group of
observers [5, 6]. Others may even set up the conversation by instructing a confederate interlocutor to behave differently in each
condition tested [7, 8, 9]. Although such studies reveal effects
for a relationship of interaction behaviour and likeability, there
is only a thin body of research on actual parameters describing
a conversation.
Verbal and non-verbal (prosodic, lexical, syntactical) alignment of interlocutors is affecting likeability and smoothness,
and thus success of interaction [10, 11]. For example, there
is a general divergence in articulation rate found in [12], which
is reversed or at least decreases for mutual liking. In this paper,
however, we do not analyze such prosodic features, but concentrated on conversational structures, including similarity in
parameter values.
Likeability ratings, collected from observers, correlate positively with ﬁlled pauses and contractions, and negatively with,
e.g., interjections [13]. Interruptions and, surprisingly, backchannels have a negative effect though. Even those interlocutors with the role of a follower are rated better, which take turns
by causing overlap instead of a pause. Concerning just the role
of a follower, those interlocutors are rated better that take turns
by causing overlap instead of a pause.
The concept cohesiveness is related to likeability, and was
studied for the four-person “scenario” data of the AMI corpus
by [14]. Within a number of extracted parameters, averaged
post-meeting ratings of cohesiveness are negatively correlated
with interruptions, proportion of silence in turn-taking (both in
line with [13]) and with the number of the dialog act “eliciting information”, but positively with turn-taking freedom and
the dialog acts “providing assessments” and “comments about
understanding”.
Turns, silence, laughter and back-channel were manually
annotated for dyadic telephone calls based on a survival scenario [15]. A post-conversational questionnaire of social attractiveness shows positive correlations of the role of the caller with
the number of laughter and back-channel. For the role of the receiver there is a negative correlation with laughter. The number
of overlapping speech reveals a similar systematic as laughter,
but is not signiﬁcant.
Finally, social attractiveness of interlocutors during interviews was compared to third-party observers and related to turn
duration and response latency of the interviewee (along with
speaking rate) [16]. Observers ratings do not covariate with the
participants’ data. For the interlocutors, response latency correlates with social attraction for both roles. Additionally, interviewees are rated more negatively with increasing turn duration

Three-person telephone conferences of unacquainted people are
conducted by means of pre-deﬁned scenarios providing individual information and goals. Interlocutors rate the likeability
of each other after a training session as well as after the actual conference. The recordings of the conferences are manually annotated concerning speaker’s verbal contribution, pauses,
and back-channels. Regression analysis reveals likeability ratings after the conference to be dominated by the ratings before
the conversation, but simple parameters like number of turns
also contribute signiﬁcantly to a descriptive model. The regression model for ratings averaged for both interlocutors provide
a similar ﬁt as the one for pair-wise ratings. Exchanging of the
manually obtained parameters by automatically estimated values still results in signiﬁcant regressions, indicating facilitation
for future research.
Index Terms: interpersonal perception, interaction parameters,
likability, triads

1. Introduction
When strangers interact with each other, they execute not only
various attribution processes to estimate or guess physical, social or even personality traits in order to properly deal with the
interlocutors. They also evaluate the interaction partners concerning their social attraction, i.e. if they like or dislike the
other. Such a likeability judgment is constituted quickly and
usually relying on stereotypes if based on few information only
[1, 2]. However, this process can be made conscious and thus
reported during an evaluation process.
Much research on social attraction has focused on mid-term
or long-term effects. However, studies concerned with so-called
“thin slices” show that ratings of brief interactions (of minutes)
or even briefer stimuli without interaction (seconds) correlate
with judgments assessed after full conversation and can be used
to predict even the outcome of (professional) interactions (e.g.
for teachers, doctors) [1, 3]. Still, it is not clear how much the
ﬁrst nonverbal impression and the initial verbal interactive behavior contribute to this consistent evaluation. In this paper, we
therefore study the effect of conversational structures as verbal
predictors of likeability, and how these relate to the already established ﬁrst impression. To separate these two assumed predictors of likeability, judgments are assessed directly before (the
ﬁrst impression) and after the conversation (impact of the conversational structure).

2. Related Work
Typically, quantitative analysis of human conversation is not
conducted on the conversational level, but instead aspects of
the interlocutors are assessed externally. For example, ideal
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and decreasing similarity in turn duration.
The aim of this study is to obtain insight into the strength
of correlation between likeability and both, the ﬁrst impression
and interaction behavior on a surface level for the domain of
unacquainted persons. To our knowledge such studies have not
been reported so far. A dominant impact of the ﬁrst impression
will be expected [17]. As there are only few studies with participant ratings [15, 16, 14], identifying and conﬁrming relevant
interaction parameters is another goal.

3. Procedure
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Three persons were recorded, verbally interacting according to
prepared scenarios. The expected beneﬁt of triads over dyads is
the possibility to compare pair-wise effects to the likeability of
a speaker averaged over both interlocutors.
Altogether, 39 persons took part in this experiment (9
women, 30 men, aged 36.2 years, SD=12.2). The triads did
not know each other in advance. The participants were all experienced in telephone conferences to ensure familiarity with the
situation and technology. On average, the participants stated to
have conducted 34.65 telephone conferences in total. All participants of a group were instructed to the procedure together and
then send to their individual sound proofed room (ITU-T Rec.
P.800 [18]). From this personal meeting, participants gained a
ﬁrst impression of each other including visual information.
The three rooms were connected by a conferencing system
implemented in PD [19]. It provided broadband connection
with intensity attenuation of 23.1 dB SPL (test signal of 61.3
dB SPL). Closed headsets of the type Beyerdynamics DT 290
were used by the participants. Prior to the actual session a ﬁrst
training scenario was conducted. Following this, issues concerning the procedure could be clariﬁed, but the subjects did
not leave their individual room. All scenarios were taken from
the collection described in [20]: These semi-structured tasks
provide business conversations with topics like choosing a conference location or songs of a music album. For each scenario,
every participant receives different information to contribute or
ask for in order to stimulate the conversation. All aspects are
“solved” in this manner by the three participants. Although the
scenarios provide various job descriptions, no speciﬁc (conversational) roles are deﬁned. During annotation, we gained the
impression that, e.g. a leading role was taken individually, if
at all, and its conversational consequences are thus reﬂected in
the resulting conversational parameters. The training scenario
was ﬁxed, whereas the actual scenario accounting for the analysis varied. The conversations analyzed here are only the ﬁrst
block of a bigger experiment investiagting transmission delay in
later blocks, which is why the scenario was randomized. Each
conversation was initiated by a melody.
After the conversation, each participant was asked to state
each partner’s likeability, as well as personal attention to the call
and overall quality of the transmission. The likeability ratings
after the training are used as basis to control for the ﬁst impression established so far. The scale used was continuous with the
two antonyms “very likeable” and “very unlikeable” afterwards
transformed to numeric values between zero and ten.

Figure 1: Density distribution of the averaged ratings.

channel, was actually new to us, we decided against separate
annotations and κ values, but for consequent discussions and
counter-insurance to ensure a single strategy. Two students of
linguistics conducted the annotation by supervision of the two
authors. The aim was to describe the structure of each recording to quantify for each participant the type of utterance (backchannel, turn, noticeable pause within turn) and turn management (turn change by pause, verbal overlap or a failed attempt),
as found in the related work section.
From this segmentation and annotation 14 parameters have
been extracted to represent structural aspects of the conversation
for one interlocutor. Additional parameters can be derived from
these, e.g. total time of Speaker S turns to all turns or ratio of
S pause duration to S speaking duration.
Annotating all conversations was very laborious, even
though relatively easy labels were used in comparison to, e.g.,
dialog act labels. Therefore, alternative parameters estimated
automatically are used for a replication of the analysis with
hand-annotated data. These parameters are extracted based on
voice activity detection [21]. Subsequently, segment borders
and segment durations have been calculated based on a state
model [22]. However, a distinction between back-channels and
actual turns is not trivial and was therefore not attempted for
this data. Therefore, the automatically obtained surrogate of “a
turn” includes all contributions of one interlocutor.

5. First Inspection
Unfortunately, some participants failed to rate the likeability in
some cases: From the 39 participants, 2 interlocutors did not
rate at all, and for 8 participants, there is only one rating available for averaging. A ﬁrst inspection also reveals two potential outliers for the averaged data as well as for the relative ratings, i.e. the difference between the basic rating and the ﬁnal
likeability (see Figure 1), which are actually identical. Both
outliers differ from the mean more than two standard deviations, and are excluded for further analysis as they might distort
the regression models. Interestingly, there is no relevant agreement between two raters on the third interlocutor (Intra-ClassCorrelation, ICC=.23, p=.11). This holds also for reciprocal
ratings (ICC=−0.25, p=.91), which is unexpected, as it is not
in line with results for reciprocal interpersonal attraction comprised in the Attraction Theory. As a result, interdependence
does not have to be considered in the linear models [23]. According to our expectations, however, there is a moderate correlation for the basic (pre-conversational) and post conversational
likeability (r=.54, t(50)=4.58, p<.0001).

4. Annotation
The conversations have been manually segmented and annotated with ELAN1 . As the speciﬁc task of annotating, e.g. back1 EUDICO Linguistic Annotator:
http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/.
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creasing proportion of the turn number has a negative effect, the
increase of number of turns ending with overlap have a positive
one. Interestingly, there is no observed effect for back-channels.
Automatically obtained estimates of the two parameters
used do correlate signiﬁcantly with the respective variable extracted from the manual annotations (Pearson’s correlation:
number of S turns ending with overlap, r=.60, p<.001; percentage of S turns to all turns: r=.75, p<.0001). Despite providing only moderate correlations, a repetition of the model estimation with automatically obtained parameters results only in
a slightly lower ﬁt than with manual data (F(3,31) =11.15∗∗∗ ,
2
=.47, RMSE=.87).
R2 =.52, Radj.
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Figure 2: Averaged likeability and the estimates from the linear
model with basic rating and 2 additional parameters.

Table 2: Results of the multiple linear model for averaged likeability ratings – automatic estimates.

6. Results

Parameter
basic likeability rating
number of S turns ending with overlap
percentage of S turns to all turns

The results are presented in two sections: ﬁrst, the relationship
of likeability averaged for both conversational partners with surface parameters of the rated person will be examined; second,
pair-wise relative parameters for each of the three pairs of interlocutors will be calculated.

beta
0.63
0.33
-0.33

t-value
5.278
2.754
-2.812

p-value
<.001∗∗∗
<.01∗∗
<.01∗∗

6.2. Describing individual likeability
6.1. Describing averaged likeability

In order to test, whether the averaging of the likeability ratings
removes information systematically related to the interaction
parameters, an analysis similar to the previous one was conducted. However, this time individual ratings were chosen as
the dependent variable, as well as pair-wise relative parameter
values, to cover each of the three pairs within one dyad. To
represent each pair of interlocutors within one triad, the ratio
of absolute values has been calculated as independent variables,
e.g. ratio of average turn duration of S to the one of the rater
Sx, i.e. S/Sx. For counts, the number of pair-wise turn events
(changes and attempts) are considered for each individual pair,
e.g. number of turn changes from S to Sx and vice versa, as
well as the ratio of both variables (each value shifted by one, as
the data did contain zeros).
Data from 27 participants is available, resulting in 54 pairs,
from which the above mentioned outliers are removed already.
This results in about double the data points compared to averaged ratings, as every participant is mostly rated twice, but this
of course also induces more variability.
Following the same procedure as for the averaged ratings,
simple regressions reveal four parameters out of 14 derived
(p<.10) in addition to the basic likeability ratings: 1. ratio
of total turn duration of S to the one of Sx, 2. ratio of turn
number of S to the one of Sx, 3. ratio of duration of doubletalk excluding back-channel (S Sx S / Sx S Sx) and 4. ratio
−
→
→
−
of number of turn changes with overlap excluding back-channel
(S→Sx/Sx→S).
The subsequent multiple linear regression including the basic likeability rating and three additional parameters is significant. It provides a ﬁt comparable to the one for the averaged
2
ratings (F(4,47) =18.79∗∗∗ , R2 =.62, Radj.
=.58, RMSE= .83),
cf. Table 3 and Figure 3. The respective model without the
basic rating is also signiﬁcant, but covers much less variability
2
(F(3,48) =5.33∗∗ , R2 =.25, Radj.
=.20, RMSE=1.16).
Automatically obtained replacements of the parameters do
again correlate with the manually extracted ones (ratio of turn
number of S to the one of Sx, r=.83, p<.0001; ratio of total
turn duration of S to the one of Sx, r=.97, p<.0001; ratio of
number of turn changes with overlap for both, r=.31, p<.05).

Likeability ratings of an interlocutor averaged for the two others constitute the dependent variable, while the parameters from
annotation as well as the basic likeability rating form the independent variables. Data from 35 participants is used, with 7
single ratings instead of averaged ones due to missing ratings.
In a ﬁrst step, simple correlations are used to include only
related variables (p<.10) in the multiple linear regression to
avoid over-ﬁtting during the parameter selection. Thus, from
originally 36 variables extracted from annotation, only four
items were used in a step-wise multiple linear regression in addition to the basic likeability rating (number of S turns ending
with overlap, ratio of S turns ending with overlap to S speaking duration, ratio of S turn to all turns, ratio of S turns ending by pause to all turns ending by pause). The ﬁnal regression model includes likeability and two of the four parameters
2
based on AI-criterion (F(3,31) =13.66∗∗∗ , R2 =.57, Radj.
=.53,
RMSE=.59), confer Table 1 and Figure 2.
Table 1: Results of the multiple linear model for averaged likeability ratings – from annotation.
Parameter
beta
basic likeability rating
0.56
number of S turns ending with overlap 0.29
percentage of S turns to all turns
-0.37

t-value
5.131
2.671
-3.375

p-value
<.001∗∗∗
<.05∗
<.01∗∗

A related model for both interactive parameters only
(without the basic likeability rating) is still signiﬁcant, but
covers considerably less variability (F(2,32) =4.09∗ , R2 =.20,
2
=.15, RMSE=.80). It has to be taken into account that
Radj.
building a model without basic ratings might have led to a
model with more parameters and a better ﬁt, if the task had been
to estimate a model based on interaction parameters only.
Most of the explained variance is covered by the basic rating, but parameters describing the surface structure of the conversation also signiﬁcantly contribute to the ﬁnal likeability.
Only two parameters are included in the model, while an in-
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versational structures add to initial subjective ratings, thus motivating to study such a source of information increasingly in
the ﬁeld of Computational Paralinguistics. For this, we ﬁnd evidence from the results.
There are two, respectively three parameters signiﬁcantly
contributing to the description models. Although a less conservative approach (i.e. choosing from all 35/14 parameters,
not deﬁning “outliers”) might lead to more parameters and thus
more explained variance, the method used ensures a reasonable
number of parameters for interpretation. The negative effect of
the proportion of turn numbers might refer to a lacking of politeness or attention towards the rater, as less proportion is rated
more positively. Despite the rich body of results for similarity, the two parameter from the pair-wise analysis (relative turn
number and turn duration) do not exhibit an effect of similarity.
Furthermore, there seems to be an asymmetry for turn changes
with overlap, as participants seemed to apply the pattern “the
more I can interrupt S to take the turn, the more I like S”.
Both models (averaged and pair-wise ratings) perform similar, with the pair-wise model having one parameter in addition.
The latter model contains a measure of “turn number” and
one of “turn changes with overlap” similar to the model for averaged ratings. The third parameter is the relation of the speaker’s
turn length to the participant’s turn length and might reﬂect an
impression related to the turn number.
Indeed, the mere parameters describing surface features of
the conversations alone do not provide sufﬁcient information to
properly interpret the resulting parameters, especially because
replicating studies are lacking so far. Reproducing the results in
experiments, e.g. with confederates might be a fruitful approach
for future investigations.
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Figure 3: Individual likeability and the estimates from the linear
model with basic rating and 3 additional pair-wise parameters.
Table 3: Results of the multiple linear model for individual likeability ratings – from annotation
Parameter
basic likeability rating
turn number of S / the one of Sx
total turn duration of S / the one of Sx
ratio of no. turn changes with overlap

beta
0.82
-0.43
-0.33
0.33

t-value
6.346
-3.205
-2.498
2.535

p-value
<.001∗∗∗
<.01∗∗
<.05∗
<.05∗

The subsequent ﬁt is considerable lower, but exhibits a similar
2
structure (see Table 4; F(4,47) =9.63∗∗∗ , R2 =.45, Radj.
=.40,
RMSE=1.35).
Table 4: Results of the multiple linear model for individual likeability ratings – automatic estimates.
Parameter
basic likeability rating
turn number of S / the one of Sx
total turn duration of S / the one of Sx
ratio of no. turn changes with overlap

beta
0.80
-0.28
-0.26
0.20

t-value
5.288
-1.659
-1.511
1.355

8. Conclusion

p-value
<.001∗∗∗
=.104
=.137
=.182

The results obtained here emphasize the ﬁrst impression on interpersonal attraction. However, the results also clearly indicate
a relationship of conversational structure and changes in likability ratings. This relationship is independent from the effect
of initial (e.g. facial, vocal) likeability on the examined parameters. One important ﬁnding is the impact of easily assessable
parameters like turn number and turn duration, which can in
principle be estimated automatically with high validity. Just one
parameter was not estimated satisfyingly.
Although the interactive situation is somewhat artiﬁcial,
goal-oriented conversation could be enabled. Even though, the
corpus can certainly not be called representative, it can still be
regarded as authentic; which is a prerequisite for studying the
relationship of conversational surface structure and likeability.
Several important aspects are not considered in this initial
analysis, i.e. aspects of speech acts and politeness, but also
group processes and roles. For this ﬁrst analysis, group processes were not considered. It may be interesting to examine
them in future works.
The method itself, namely using triads to assess two instead
of one rating can be improved further by collecting acoustic
only initial judgments and by omitting the training session for
these professionals.

7. Discussion
We cannot replicate the effects of back-channels and interruptions from [13, 14, 15]. However, the reported positive effect
of a turn-transition by overlapping speech [13] is found, albeit
for the turn holder, not the taker. It can be interpret as the participant’s degree to invite ﬂuent turn taking or collaborative behavior. The negative effect of longer turn duration [16] is only
reﬂected in the pair-wise data, not in the averaged data. Instead,
an increasing number of turns has a negative impact on averaged
and pair-wise ratings.
Of course, these studies, including our own, are not directly comparable. We argue to not neglect the ﬁrst impression
in favor of interaction parameters. This might result in artiﬁcial parameter effects. Despite the dominating ﬁrst impression,
aggregated parameters describing the conversational structure
are signiﬁcantly complementing the description of the persons’
likeability. Using conversational parameters only, would certainly increase the relevance of those descriptors, but also lead
to a lower ﬁt, as we know for example from Paradise models
using subjectively described task success versus instrumental
measures [24]. Still, the aim of this analysis was not automatic
prediction. Instead, the aim was to test if parameters of con-
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